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the pirate bay is the largest bittorrent site on
the planet. it's a haven for p2p users looking

for pirated movies, songs, tv shows, and
games. for years, the pirate bay has been on
the wrong side of the law. in january 2006,

the pirate bay was raided by swedish police,
who confiscated servers and documents that
they believed would reveal the identities of

people who used the site to share
copyrighted content. as result of the raid,

the service was closed down for a few
weeks. but the pirate bay was up and

running again within a few days. few people
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realize that the pirate bay actually operates
four separate torrent sites. the original site

offered music, movies, games, and software.
now it is mainly focused on movies and

games. those are the sites that you’ll find
here: the pirate bay, piratesbay, tpb movies,
and tpb gaming. important controls include

double-tapping an episode or a song to open
the video player, increasing and decreasing
the volume, showing the full screen button,
and exiting. you can also control zoom and
playback speed by using the arrow buttons.

double-tapping again will return to the
playlist, but tapping the video and then

dragging the control bar lets you control the
playback rate. the app can also provide

information about the current season and
episodes. by double-tapping a link to watch
the episode, chromecast will begin buffering
content, then begin streaming the episode.

you can also pause, play, skip, and even fast
forward the content to watch. the project

has an added dimension of symbolic value
that draws on the emotional relations
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between cancer and many young adults.
when people hear the term "cancer," they

automatically think of children. this is
because children are almost universally

diagnosed with the illness.
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the new digital rights management (drm)
licenses are remarkably easy to create, and

for many people, they're the first easy,
inexpensive way to share their favorite

songs. although audio books and audiobooks
can be drm-free, they are also among the

most popular items in the industry,
accounting for more than $2 billion in sales
every year. and they are among the hottest
free downloads on bittorrent, thanks to their
large audiences, the frequency with which

they are shared, and the relatively little cost
of creation. since audiobooks are one of the

most popular downloads on the service, i
kept my reporting focused on audiobooks,

but the truth is that they're just a small part
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of the hundreds of thousands of items that
the site hosts. unlike the rest of bittorrent's

releases, audiobooks are legitimate,
copyrighted works, not ones that have been
uploaded by pirates. nevertheless, i believe
there are no good reasons why audiobooks

cannot be distributed in their original format.
this post isn't about the morality of sharing
music or videos, but about the economics of
piracy, and it's worth considering whether

making legally obtainable audiobooks would
actually increase revenue. streaming music
-- thanks to the power of the internet and

the availability of high-quality, high-
bandwidth, high-cost wireless broadband --
has experienced the greatest commercial

success. however, music streaming has yet
to reach even 10 percent of the market, and

audiobooks are a poor fit for that model.
where other recorded media (such as cds)

rely on a monetized version of music to
support the streaming version, audiobooks
can't be monetized -- at least not without

changing the listening experience
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dramatically. in audiobooks, the music itself
is incidental, and the producer cannot be

charged for it, unlike a musical cd, which is
often sold in a bundle with other, non-

overlapping media (like mp3s or ebooks). no
one needs more than a few minutes to listen
to an audiobook. this is why they are among
the few items on bittorrent, where most of
the shared items are far less than an hour

long. 5ec8ef588b
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